POLONIUM RADIOHALOS:
Evidence for Special Creation and a Young Earth

uranium and some other elements were discovered to be
radioactive. ...
"In 1907 the solution to the halo puzzle came into
In the late 1800s, radioactivity was discovered. By the early
focus in the geology laboratory of Professor John Joly of Trinity
1900s, the conventional system of radiometric dating began to
College in Dublin. Joly was quite familiar with halos,
emerge with its claim that the earth is very old. At the same
especially those in biotite, a dark mica that is easily split into
time, however –
thin slices. ... He began to consider a radioactive origin for
the halos.
A PROVIDENTIAL CHALLENGE AROSE TO LONG
"By that time scientists knew that uranium is the parent
CHRONOLOGY
of a radioactive decay chain [in which uranium decays to a
'daughter' element, which itself decays to yet another daughter
Physicist Robert Gentry explains: "[I]n the late 1800's ...
elements, thus continuing in a total of fourteen decay steps to
improved microscopes became available. Mineralogists
stable, non-radioactive lead-206]. ... [U]ranium and its daughter
realized that the microscope could be a powerful tool to
products [decay] in one of two ways: (1) By ejecting a very light
examine many features of rocks and minerals, hidden from
fragment (the beta particle), which causes little damage as it
normal view. They especially wanted to see through pieces of
passes through matter, or (2) by ejecting a much heavier nuclear
rock to learn how the different minerals were interlaced. To
fragment (the alpha particle), which interacts rather strongly as
accomplish this they learned to prepare thin, translucent slices
it passes through a substance. Because of its light weight the
of minerals. Mineral specimens that appeared free of defects
beta particle is easily bounced around and thereby takes a rather
with the unaided eye were now often seen to contain tiny
unpredictable, zigzag path before it finally comes to rest in
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grains of other minerals," and matter. The alpha particle, on the other hand, is heavy
enough to plow almost straight ahead before it stops.
RADIOHALOS WERE DISCOVERED
"... Joly thought about which of these particles might
be
responsible
for the halos ... [T]he light beta particles would
"Some of the tiny grains attracted attention, not because of their
be
unlikely
to
produce
coloration changes in the mica, and ...
own appearance, but because of what appeared around them.
their
zigzag
paths
could
not yield sharp boundaries [of
Mineralogists saw that these grains were surrounded by a series
discoloration].
The
heavier
alpha particles seemed much more
of beautifully colored, concentric rings. Under the microscope
promising
candidates.
Studies
had shown that most alpha
the tiny ring patterns resembled a miniature archery target, with
emitters
in
the
uranium
decay
chain
had different energies ...
the grain at the center as the bull's eye. Because of their halo"Was
there
a
connection
between
the different energies
like appearance and because they exhibited color variations
of
those
alpha
particles
and
the
different
sizes
of the rings in the
known as pleochroism in certain minerals, these concentric
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halos
Joly
had
observed?
..."
The
answer
to
this
question
ring patterns came to be known as pleochroic halos," now
showed
that
more commonly called radiohalos.
"Upon further study mineralogists found that what
RADIOHALOS FORM BY RADIOACTIVE DECAY
appeared as a series of flat, concentric rings under the
microscope was actually a cross section of a group of spherical
"In a mineral, alpha particles lose their energy quite rapidly
shells. To illustrate: If an onion is thinly sliced from top to
through collisions with other atoms. A single alpha particle
bottom, the onion rings with the largest diameter will be in the
will ionize about 100,000 atoms along its path of travel,
slice through the center. The off-center onion slices will still
leaving in its wake a short damage trail which remains as a
show the ring pattern, but the diameters of the rings will be
permanent scar. On an atomic scale the damage to the mineral
smaller.
is so small that by itself each tiny scar is invisible. Any mineral,
This is similar to what mineralogists found when they
such as mica, which contains trace amounts of uranium, will
examined adjacent slices of a mineral containing a pleochroic
also contain some alpha-damage trails from the uranium atoms
halo. Thin slices immediately above and below the center grain
that have already decayed.
showed reduced ring sizes when compared to the slice through
[Further] the uranium atoms are uniformly dispersed
the center. This proved that the two-dimensional pleochroic
[and relatively far apart] throughout the mineral so that the
halo seen under the microscope was actually a slice of a group
damage trails do not overlap. Thus, a mineral may be filled
of tiny, concentric microspheres."2 But with [microscopic] alpha-damage trails. Even in the instances
when several uranium atoms, or even several hundred, are close
WHAT CAUSED THE RADIOHALOS?
enough to produce overlapping trails, this amount of overlap is
still insufficient to produce noticeable color changes in the
"The presence of the tiny grain in the center [of a
mineral.
radiohalo] was thought to hold the key to the origin of the
"In contrast, imagine billions of uranium atoms
halos. Some mineralogists speculated that an organic pigment
clustered
in the tiny grain at a halo center. Alpha particles
might have been trapped in the halo center when the mineral
ejected
from
this grain can be compared to the appearance of a
formed, only to diffuse out to form tiny colored spheres.
vast
array
of
needles
stuck into a point. ... [T]he overlapping
However, no one could identify the pigment or satisfactorily
damage
effects
of
this
sunburst pattern of alpha particles
explain how diffusion could produce multiple spheres.
[is]
sufficient
to
produce
the coloration seen in a halo ... Halo
Pleochroic halos defied explanation until, about [1900],
coloration initially develops after 100 million alpha decays,

becomes darker after 500 million, and very dark after 1
billion."4 Thus RADIOHALO FORMATION WAS UNDERSTOOD A
CENTURY AGO
"Measurements had shown alpha particles from the uranium
decay chain traveled from about three to seven centimeters in
air before coming to rest. Joly calculated that in mica alpha
particles travel only 1/2000 as far as in air. Reducing the
measured air-path lengths of the uranium series alpha particles
by this factor gave values which did correspond to the ring sizes
of one halo type he had found. ... Joly proposed that alpha
emission from the tiny halo center could account for both
the sphericity and the size of the different shells comprising
the halos. Moreover, the fact that alpha particles do most
damage near the end of their paths would explain why the outer
edges of the halo rings could be darker than the interior
regions."5
Joly concluded that uranium and thorium, a daughter
element, were the precursors of most halos. A fully developed
radiohalo has eight rings, one for each alpha producer in the U238 decay series (U-238 and seven daughters). Scientists began
to ask the question,
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show that radiometric dating is not reliable, and this would be a
way of answering the even more basic question about the age of
the earth and the universe: "were they really billions of years
old?"12 But USING HALOS TO SHOW CHANGING NUCLEAR
DECAY RATES WAS DIFFICULT

In 1963, Gentry obtained thin sections of a kind of dark mica
called biotite. These specimens remained from the Henderson's
research of the 1930s at Dalhousie University in Nova Scotia.
"The halo photographs in Henderson's scientific
reports showed much more clearly defined rings then those
reported by Joly." This had led Gentry to believe that he could
settle the variable decay question by getting a look at
Henderson's samples. "The mica specimens given to me at
Dalhousie became the source material for my own research. ...
Perfect uranium halos with clearly defined rings were
needed to settle the question of variable-sized rings that Joly
had reported. I spent long, tedious hours scanning different
pieces of mica, but the perfect uranium halos remained
elusive."13
Gentry began to conclude that, using radiohalos, one
could
not
make a case for variable radioactive decay rates in the
DO RADIOHALOS IMPLY VARIABLE NUCLEAR
past,
because
the ring boundaries were too fuzzy to assign
DECAY RATES?
definite energy values to the alpha particles causing them.
Subsequent research has confirmed that radiohalos do not
In the early 1900s, physicists "speculated that halos might
definitely show the constancy or variability of nuclear decay
provide the data needed to settle the question of whether the
rates, as discussed in Appendix A. Appendix A, however, also
[nuclear] decay rate had always been constant. ... [P]hysicists
theorized that halo sizes were directly related to past radioactive discusses other evidence indicating that nuclear decay rates
have indeed changed with time.
decay rates. It was believed that faster decay rates would
In addition to searching for evidence of variable
produce more energetic alpha particles, and hence largernuclear
decay
rates,
sized halo rings. ... In 1923 Joly published a report asserting
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that uranium halos had ring sizes that varied with age."
GENTRY SEARCHED FOR CONTINUING
Joly had asked whether "the range of one or more of
RADIOACTIVITY IN D HALOS
the primary short range Alpha-rays which attend the first stages
of radio-active change of Uranium had diminished during
"In addition to the uranium and thorium halos [that Joly had
geological time"; he proposed that "such a change in range
described], Henderson had reported four other types which he
might be revealed if the dimensions of haloes of very different
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designated as simply A, B, C, and D."14
geological ages could be compared." Joly's assertion was
"Along with searching for perfect uranium halos, my
supported with accompanying measurements of halo radii
attention
focused on the D halos. ... [They were] only about half
showing different values for halos in micas of different geologic
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the
size
of
a fully developed uranium halo [but] resembled a
ages.
uranium
halo
in an early stage of development when only the
Joly's 1923 proposal was motivated by earlier research,
inner
rings
are
visible."15
of which he had said, "The observations suggest that the
Henderson16 associated "this halo type with an isotope
radioactive properties of atoms" in the past "may have differed
of radium [Ra-226] having a half-life of about 1,600 years. ...
from those known today."9 "The implication was that the
radioactive decay rate had varied with time. Of course, this The micas in which the D halos had been found were thought to
be so old that all the original radium should have died away;
result called into question all the radioactive methods of
only the stable end product was thought to remain in the centers.
dating rocks. ... [But] were halo ring sizes actually a measure
10
Henderson claimed that the radioactivity in the D halo centers
of past decay rates?"
should
be dead, or `extinct.' However, no one had shown this
Geologist G.H. Henderson in the 1930s had asserted
11
was
true
..."
that halo ring sizes were constant through time. Constant
Gentry was still at this time trying to settle the
ring sizes would imply the constant nuclear decay rates
question
of
earth's age, and thought, "Perhaps some new
required for radiometric dating methods to work.
information
about the age of the earth would present itself
Gentry's interest in radiohalos started in 1962 with a
in
the
process"
of investigating the existence of radioactivity in
desire to determine if ring sizes were really constant from rocks
17
the
D
halo
centers.
Indeed, Gentry found that –
of various geologic ages. Ring sizes changing with time would

D HALO RADIOACTIVITY SHOWS THEY’RE YOUNG
Gentry expected at best only a low rate of radioactivity -alpha emission -- from the D halo centers, "only a few
particles per month."18 He used autoradiography to detect
alpha tracks.
Autoradiography is a process of pouring a
photographic emulsion over a thin section of mica sliced
through the center of a halo "or else very close to it. ... [N]early
half of all the alpha particles ejected from the various halo
centers would pass up into the alpha-sensitive emulsion; there
they would leave very short trails of ionized atoms. These short
trails would remain invisible until the emulsion was developed;
after development they appeared as short black tracks when
viewed under the microscope.
"... I sometimes observed a few short alpha tracks
radiating from both the uranium and the D halo centers. I
expected the tracks from the uranium halo centers, but the tracks
from the D halos were a surprise. ... [T]he D halo centers were
not extinct after all."19 This result called into question the
supposed antiquity of the mica in which the halos were found.
If the D halos were from Ra-226, their maximum age would
be of the order of 1600 years, and the rocks they were in
could not have taken millions or billions of years to cool.
However, Gentry's attention turned to an even more
startling fact about the ages of earth's rocks, namely that -
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polonium atoms. ... On the average, uranium atoms are now
decaying so slowly that it would take 4.5 billion years for half
of them to undergo radioactive decay. ... [T]he three isotopes
responsible for the ... polonium halos ... decay far more
rapidly."23
In the conventional model for the formation of the
earth, the earth was molten for hundreds of millions of
years before it cooled. Any isotope decaying as rapidly as the
three polonium isotopes responsible for the A, B, and C halos
should have decayed away completely before earth's rocks
solidified, and there should be no halos remaining from these
isotopes alone. In conventional theory "[one] isotope of
plutonium ... with a half-life of 83 million years has been found
and accepted as extinct natural radioactivity because it fits in
with the" cooling time in the conventional model. In the
conventional view, isotopes with half-lives much shorter than
this cannot have survived the cooling period to leave any traces
in the rocks.24
THERE ARE THREE REASONS WHY MOST Po HALOS
CANNOT BE SECONDARY

Reason #1: "[In] most cases there was no visual evidence of a
concentration of uranium near the polonium halos."
Reason #2: "Even more puzzling was how the various
polonium
isotopes would be expected to separate to form the
SOME POLONIUM HALOS HAD NO RADIOACTIVITY
different halo types. Technologically, separation of isotopes is
Polonium (chemical symbol Po) is a highly radioactive metal. It quite difficult because they have almost identical chemical
properties."
was discovered by Marie Curie who named it after her native
Reason #3: "A third problem with secondary halo
Poland, and is so radioactive that a sample of pure polonium is
formation
was that "Henderson's theory of polonium halo
hot from the heat released by nuclear decay.
formation
primarily involved uranium solutions flowing along
Henderson had postulated that his A, B, and C halos
tiny
conduits
or cleavages in the mica. I found, however,
were due to alpha particles from decaying isotopes of polonium,
polonium
halos
were also visible in clear areas that were free
Po-210, 214, and 218. These isotopes are members of the
from
these
defects.
The coloration that I expected to see if
uranium decay series. Henderson proposed that the polonium
uranium
had
flowed
through those areas was generally
halos resulted when "sometime in the past, solutions containing
25
absent."
uranium and all its daughters must have flowed through tiny
To make sure that his logic was correct, Gentry tested
cracks, cleavages or conduits in the mica."20 Henderson
for
uranium
in the polonium halos. His tests confirmed that acknowledged that this "theory had been built up primarily to
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satisfy the requirements of radioactivity and of observation,"
POLONIUM HALOS CONTAINED NO URANIUM
i.e., to meet the expectations of chronology and radioactive
decay happening over long ages.
In about 1965 "a special acid etching technique was discovered
If true, this meant that the polonium halos were
that was capable of locating very small amounts of uranium in
"secondary halos" having resulted from the "secondary" decay
mica. Application of this technique to regions of mica near
of daughters of uranium decay, the "primary" event. Therefore
polonium halos showed only evidences of trace amounts of
some alpha tracks should be forming today in the vicinity of the
uranium (a few parts per million) that exist throughout all mica
A, B, and C halos; yet at the same time Gentry was
specimens -- there was no apparent concentration of uranium in
photographing alpha tracks from the D halos, he noticed that
or near the halo centers in the clear areas. [My] attempts to
there were no alpha tracks from the A, B, and C halos; thus
confirm Henderson's hypothesis for a secondary origin of
"their radioactivity was extinct ..."22 Gentry wondered if polonium halos had failed. It seemed that polonium halos
had not originated with radioactivity derived from
HENDERSON WAS WRONG THAT ALL POLONIUM
uranium."26
HALOS ORIGINATED FROM URANIUM
Gentry performed additional tests to show that Po
halos
could
not have been caused by polonium incorporated into
Gentry recalled, "I ... paid special attention to why Henderson
the
minerals
at the time of crystallization but must have been
felt it was necessary to explain polonium halos by some sort of
primordial.
He
concluded that, "A straightforward attempt to
secondary mechanism. ... The reason was the vast difference in
account
for
these
Po haloes by assuming that Po was
the ... average life span between the uranium atoms and the

incorporated into the halo inclusion at the time of host mineral
crystallization meets with severe geological problems: the halflives of the polonium isotopes (t½ = 3 min for 218Po) are too
short to permit anything but a rapid mineral crystallization,
contrary to accepted theories of magmatic cooling rates."27
Also,
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Because beta decays do not cause coloration ... a 210Po halo
radiocenter could have initially contained any one of these three
isotopes, and a 210Po halo would still have resulted. Likewise ...
a 214Po halo could have initially contained the beta emitters
214
Pb, or 214Bi, whose respective half-lives are about 27 minutes
and 20 minutes, or the alpha emitter 214Po, whose half-life is
Po HALOS HAD THE WRONG MIX OF LEAD
164 microseconds. There is no beta progenitor for 218Po; so the
ISOTOPES TO BE FROM URANIUM DECAY
218
Po halo must have originated with this isotope, whose halfIn the early 1970s with "advance mass spectrometry techniques life is just three minutes."31 As Gentry began to focus his
[Gentry] discovered that polonium halo radiocenters contained a research on Po-218 halos (Henderson's C halos), he
composition of the chemical element lead which was different
pondered their implications for earth history, for from any previously known. This new type of lead, greatly
POLONIUM HALOS SHOW THAT CONVENTIONAL
enriched in the isotope 206Pb, could not be accounted for by
EARTH HISTORY IS WRONG
uranium decay; yet it was exactly that expected on the basis of
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the decay of polonium in the halo center." This was further
evidence that the Po halos were primordial and were not the "... Never by any stretch of the imagination could [these halos]
have survived the eons that supposedly elapsed before the hot
product of decaying uranium daughter elements. But this
primeval earth formed. ... [T]hey would never survive the
conclusion means that hundreds of millions of years presumably required for its
RADIOHALOS SHOW THAT THEIR GRANITES WERE surface to cool down and finally crystallize into granite-type
rocks. Thus conventional geological theory considers it
NOT MOLTEN ORIGINALLY
impossible for polonium halos to be a primordial constituent of
Earth's granite rocks.
"According to evolutionary geology, the granites now
"This impossibility is what motivated Henderson to
containing [polonium-218] halos had originally formed as hot
propose a secondary origin of polonium from uranium."32
magma slowly cooled over long ages. On the other hand, the
In other words, "the reason for the various attempts to
radioactivity responsible for these special halos has such a
fleeting existence that it would have disappeared long before the account for Po halos by some sort of secondary process is quite
simple: the half-lives of the respective Po isotopes are far too
magma had time to cool and form the granite rocks. ... Was it
short to be reconciled with slow magmatic cooling rates for Popossible that the Precambrian granites were not the end
bearing rocks such as granites (t½ = 3 min for 218Po)."33
product of slowly cooling magma, but instead were rocks
29
Gentry had confirmed the message of the polonium
God created when He spoke this planet into existence?"
halos, that (1) the earth cannot be old, and that (2) it was not
If the granites containing these polonium halos were
molten in the beginning. But the message of the halos went
not molten when it formed, then beyond these facts. For, if earth was not molten in the
POLONIUM HALOS SHOW THE PRIMORDIAL
beginning, then the rocks of which it was first made must
EARTH WAS NOT MOLTEN
have been created in that form rather than having cooled
from a melt. Thus the granites containing the polonium halos
"According to evolutionary geology, the Precambrian granites
must be "creation rocks." This meant that containing these [polonium] halos had crystallized gradually as
hot magma cooled slowly over long ages. On the other hand,
POLONIUM HALOS TESTIFY TO FIAT CREATION
the radioactivity which produced these special radiohalos had
such a fleeting existence that it would have disappeared long
Conventional theory says that granites formed slowly over
before the hot magma had time to cool sufficiently to form solid millions of years. In contrast, polonium halos raise the
rock. ... Was it possible that the granites had not crystallized
question, "Could it be that the Precambrian granites were the
out of a slowly cooling magma? Was it possible that the earth Genesis rocks of our planet? ... Doubtless there were trillions
had not begun as a molten sphere?"30
of polonium halos scattered throughout the Precambrian
This conclusion meant that the hundreds of millions of granites around the world."34 Each such halo is testimony that
years of cooling for the earth and its rocks never existed, so
the Precambrian rocks were created supernaturally and
quickly as solid rock rather than cooling over eons, a topic
Po HALOS CHALLENGE EVOLUTIONARY
taken up further in Appendix B.
CHRONOLOGY
Gentry "identified the Precambrian granites as
primordial (or Genesis) rocks because they (1) contain the
"The polonium halos in granite present a unique challenge to
[primary] polonium halos, (2) are the foundation rocks of the
the evolutionary view of earth history because their origin can
continents, and (3) are devoid of the fossils seen in sedimentary
be traced directly to certain known isotopes, none of which have rocks. Such granites are coarsely crystalline rocks composed
long half-lives.
primarily of the light-colored minerals quartz and feldspar."35
In the uranium decay series "210Pb and 210Bi, whose
Further, with the granites being created solid, rather
respective half-lives are 22 years and 5 days, successively beta
than
taking
billions of years to cool,
decay to 210Po, the alpha emitter whose half-life is 138 days.

Po HALOS MAKE EONS VANISH, RENDERING
EVOLUTION IMPOSSIBLE
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sometimes, as uranium halos.41 Thus according to Moazed et
al., the very existence of Po halos was debatable.
"An instantaneous creation of the granites collapses several
But the main argument of Moazed et al. was to object
billion years of earth history to almost nothing. ... The billions
to Gentry's claim that polonium halos contain no concentrations
of years believed necessary for the earth to evolve from some
of uranium.42 They claimed that Gentry's ion microprobe
nebulous mass simply evaporate when confronted by such
evidence. The essential time element needed for evolution to analysis was incapable of distinguishing uranium concentrations
in the halo centers from the background level. Gentry had
occur just vanishes."36 Gentry had now completed his quest
therefore overlooked uranium concentrated at the polonium halo
for evidence about the true age of the earth. Polonium halos
show that the earth is truly young. But Gentry was not alone centers. This meant, according to Moazed et al., that the socalled polonium halos were actually uranium halos, and the
in coming to this conclusion, for halos of polonium discoloration would therefore have formed
THE CHRONOLOGICAL DILEMMA OF Po-218 HALOS over geological time, not rapidly. Despite this array of
HAS BEEN NOTED ELSEWHERE
objections, "their effort was not up to the task," and in the words
of evolutionist Ralph E. Juergens,43
This dilemma was not Gentry's private concern, but was
generally recognized. Kazmann described the dilemma:
"GENTRY TURNED THEIR ATTACK ASIDE"
"[There] is the presence of primordial polonium [Po218], with a half-life of 3 min, that has etched halos in granitic, Gentry recalls,44 "In preparing my reply45 to the Moazed et al.
report I spent months studying uranium and polonium halos,
crystallized rock. This poses a challenge to uniformitarian
both in mica and in another mineral, fluorite. ... Fluorite
concepts in that, essentially, there is an apparent
sometimes occurs along with mica in the so-called granitic
contradiction between the long time needed to cool and
recrystallize these rocks and the short half-life of polonium pegmatites -- regions within granites where crystals of different
minerals can be quite large (several feet long in certain
(3 min)."37
Feather, unable to deny the existence of primordial Po instances). The polonium halos in fluorite are virtually identical
to their counterparts in mica. Sometimes they occur along tiny
halos, yet unwilling to acknowledge their chronological
cracks and fissures and sometimes in regions free from mineral
implications, summed up the impasse:
"Two suggestions have been made [that either Po halos defects. Polonium halos in fluorite in defect-free regions are
significant because this mineral does not exhibit the perfect
are primordial or secondary] ... Because these two suggestions
cleavage property of mica. Since no cleavages exist for
appear to exhaust the logical possibilities of explanation, it is
tempting to admit that one of them must be basically correct, but uranium solutions to have flowed in a laminar fashion through
fluorite crystals, this excludes the possibility that polonium
whoever would make this admission must be fortified by
halos in defect regions could have originated secondarily
credulity of a high order."38 Naturally,
from uranium daughter radioactivity. ...
EVOLUTIONISTS OBJECTED TO THE
"A number of new experimental techniques were
CHRONOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS OF Po HALOS
incorporated into my response to the 1973 report of Moazed et
al. ... for unambiguously identifying three different types of
Moazed and colleagues argued against the existence of primary polonium halos in granites [thus confirming the claims that
Po halos. They began by saying,
Moazed et al. had challenged]. I elaborated on a new standard
"Our measurements do not support the polonium halo for halo-size measurements to show conclusively that polonium
hypothesis. We cannot definitely rule out the existence of
halos are easily distinguished from uranium halos by their ring
polonium halos," a most significant admission, considering their structure. Electron-induced, X-ray fluorescence analyses of
intense desire to do exactly that, "but it appears that there is no selected uranium and polonium halo centers confirmed this
evidence requiring, or even firmly suggesting, their existence."39 difference: the uranium halo centers showed considerable
Moazed et al. thus wanted to believe that primary polonium amounts of uranium and only a small amount of lead,
halos do not exist. Next, they stated that their objections to
whereas the Po halo centers showed only lead. ..."
primary Po halos were motivated by the chronological
In his response, Gentry again raised the implications of
dilemma the halos present to the conventional earth history: the Po halos: "It is ... apparent that Po halos do pose
"It was realized very early40 that their existence would contradictions to currently held views of Earth history. ... The
cause apparently insuperable geological problems since the
question is, can they be explained by presently accepted
relevant polonium half-life is of the order of minutes [at least
cosmological and geological concepts relating to the origin and
for Po-218]. Polonium halos would require that polonium
development of Earth?"46
atoms become part of the inclusion within minutes of the
Meanwhile, Gentry made a new discovery, that formation of the polonium and that in this very short time the
polonium must be so far removed from the parent uranium mass
"SPECTACLE" HALOS POSE EXTREME
that its presence or location is no longer evident."
DIFFICULTIES FOR LONG CHRONOLOGY
Aside from the chronological issue, Moazed et al.
objected to polonium halos based on uncertainties in halo size, The so-called "spectacle" halos were two well defined polonium
halos next to each other like the lenses in eyeglasses, but distant
claiming that "polonium halos" could be reinterpreted, as least

from a "significant uranium source" in the rock.47 "It was
extremely improbable that two halos could have formed in such
proximity by uranium atoms migrating from a distant uranium
source," so it was extremely unlikely that the "spectacle" halos
could have been secondary. Their evident primordial origin
thus made a sharp challenge to (1) conventional chronology
and (2) conventional theories of granite formation.48
Gentry again emphasized the chronological dilemma
posed by these halos: "Polonium radiohalos occur widely and
not infrequently (total about 1015-1020) in Precambrian rocks but
their existence has so far defied satisfactory explanation based
on accepted nucleo-cosmogeochemical theories. Do Po halos
imply that unknown processes were operative during the
formative period of the Earth? Is it possible that Po halos in
Precambrian rocks represent extinct natural radioactivity and
are therefore of cosmological significance?"49
Critics responded to these conclusions as discussed in
Appendix C (1) by expressing faith in the conventional
chronology, (2) by questioning whether polonium halos exist,
and (3) by devising ad hoc theories to explain all polonium
halos as secondary.
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GENTRY FOUND THAT, UNLIKE GRANITE,
COALIFIED WOOD IS RICH IN SECONDARY Po-210
HALOS
"In a number of the coalified wood thin sections I discovered
secondary polonium halos in grater numbers than secondary
uranium halos. ... [The] polonium halos in these specimens were
of only one type -- those that had formed from the accumulation
of 210Po.53 Why were the other types of Po halos missing? ...
... [The] 210Po atoms lived long enough (half-life of
138 days) for them to be captured from the infiltrating uranium
solution before they decayed away. In contrast, the other two
polonium isotopes, with half-lives of minutes or less, decayed
away before they could accumulate at the tiny polonium capture
sites."54
THE MISSING Po HALOS IN COAL ARE EVIDENCE
AGAINST SECONDARY Po HALOS EXISTING IN
GRANITE

"Nature had provided the most favorable conditions for
producing secondary polonium halos, namely, an abundant
uranium supply coupled with high mobility. Yet even under
these optimum conditions only one type of polonium halo had
Critics Meier and Hecker, however, ran tests to measure halo
formed.
diameters, concluding that Po halos could not be confused
"These experimental data provided an insurmountable
with uranium halos. "Therefore, the existence of polonium obstacles to the idea of a secondary origin of polonium halos in
halos should no more be questioned."50
granites. That is, if only one polonium halo type could form
Nevertheless, most critics continued to claim that all
secondarily under the best natural conditions, what was the
Po halos must really be secondary halos from uranium decay, so scientific basis for theorizing that all three types could form
secondarily in the granites? In these rocks both the high
GENTRY DEFINED NECESSARY CONDITIONS FOR uranium content and the rapid transport capability were
SECONDARY Po HALO FORMATION
missing."55
PRIMORDIAL Po HALOS WERE CONFIRMED TO BE
GENUINE

Gentry "began to contemplate where secondary polonium halos
might have formed, realizing that the first requirement was an
abundance of uranium to supply the secondary polonium halos.
... I was seeking geological specimens that were (1) high in
uranium, (2) capable of having allowed rapid movement of
secondary polonium atoms,, and (3) possessing microscopicsized capture sites for those polonium atoms. ...
"These special requirements brought to mind [the fact]
that pieces of wood, partially turned to coal, some as large as
logs, had been found in certain uranium mines in western states.
... The evidence suggested the wood had been in a watersoaked, gel-like condition at some earlier period in earth
history. At that time solutions rich in uranium had passed
through the wood, thus permitting the accumulation of uranium
at certain sites with an affinity for that element. Secondary
halos had then formed around those uranium centers."51

THE Po-210 HALOS IN COAL SHOW THAT COAL
FORMED VERY RAPIDLY

"Most of the secondary 210Po halos in coalified wood exhibited
elliptical rather than the circular cross-sections typical of halos
in minerals. How were these unusual halos produced? ...
[These] halos first formed as spheres and hence initially had a
circular outline, just as the halos in minerals. However, as
pressure from overlying sediments increased, the gel-like
wood was easily compressed, thus leading to development of
the elliptical halos ..."56
"[A] vital piece of scientific data relates to the question
of how much time elapsed from the formation of the circular
polonium halos to the time of compression. The length of this
period would have remained uncertain had it not been for the
discovery of `dual' polonium halos ... These `dual' 210Po halos ...
in Triassic and Jurassic specimens, exhibit both a circular and
Creationists had long maintained that virtually all coal
elliptical outline.
formed from deposits laid during the flood year about 2500
"... [The] halo centers, composed of lead and selenium,
BC. Therefore, "On the basis of the flood model these
could also have captured another uranium daughter, 210Pb.
formations were deposited within a few months of each other
Since this isotope of lead decays with a half-life of about 22
only a few thousand years ago. ... The coalified wood specimens
years to 210Po, a second 210Po halo could develop within about
... might have been parts of trees that were growing immediately
20 years after the first one had formed. If there was no
prior to the flood."52 Was there evidence in the coalified wood
deformation of the wood, then both halos would remain circular
that this scenario was correct? Indeed there was, for and they would exactly overlap. Or if the wood was deformed

after about 20 years, then both halos would be compressed into
an elliptical shape and they still would overlap.
However, if deformation of the wood occurred within
just a few years after the introduction of the uranium, then only
one 210Po halo could have been compressed because only one
(from 210Po) had then formed. Several years later another
circular halo could develop (as 210Pb decayed to 210Po) and
superimpose on the elliptical halo. ... From this sequence a very
relevant conclusion emerges: only a few years elapsed from
the introduction of the uranium to the time when the wood
was compressed."57
DUAL HALOS WERE FORMED IN A SINGLE EVENT
"If there was no deformation of the matrix between these
periods, the two 210Po halos would simply coincide. If,
however, the matrix was deformed between the two periods of
halo formation, then the first halo would have been compressed
into an ellipsoid and the second halo would be a normal sphere.
The results would be a 'dual' halo ... The widespread occurrence
of these dual halos in both Triassic and Jurassic specimens can
actually be considered corroborative evidence for a one-time
introduction of U into these formations, because it is then
possible to account for their structure on the basis of a single
specifically timed tectonic event."58 This one-time event is
most easily correlated with the Flood of Noah.
URANIUM/LEAD RATIOS IN THE DUAL HALOS
SHOWED THAT THEY FORMED RECENTLY
A high ratio of U-238 to Pb-206 in minerals would mean that
the uranium has not had much time to decay to lead, i.e., the
minerals are young. This is what Gentry et al. found, namely,
extremely high U/Pb ratios for uranium halos in coal:
"For example, if the 238U/206Pb = 27,300 value is
indicative of the formation time of the radiocenter, this is more
recent by at least a factor of 270 than the minimum (Cretaceous)
and more recent by a factor of 760 than the maximum (Triassic)
geological age estimated for the introduction of U into the
logs."59
Since the coal samples were from the Colorado
plateau, conventionally dated at some 55 million to 80 million
years,60 these results conservatively imply that the upper limit
on the age of this coal is of the order of 55 million/270 =
204,000 years to 80 million/760 = 105,000 years. Thus -
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2200 to over 64,000. If isotope ratios are to be used as a
basis for geologic dating, then presently accepted ratios may
be too high by a factor of 10,000, admitting that the ages of
the formation are to be measured in millennia. Thus the ages
of the entire stratigraphic column may contain epochs less than
0.01% the duration of those now accepted ..."62
This means that coal conventionally dated at 80
million years would have a true age of less than 8000 years,
and 200 million-year-old coal is really less than 20,000 years
old. These conclusions bring the age of coal close to the range
of biblical chronology.
RECENT, RAPID FORMATION IS TRUE FOR OTHER
COAL SAMPLES
"Clearly, it was important to determine whether these
phenomena [high U/Pb ratios] were characteristic only of the Urich Colorado Plateau coalified wood. We therefore initiated
studies on coalified wood fragments which are occasionally
found in the Chattanooga shale. ... [The] 238U/206Pb ratios are
much too high (> 103) to correlate with the geological age of the
formation (Devonian)."63 In addition,
"RE-CONCENTRATION" OF U AFTER THE COAL
FORMED CAN’T EXPLAIN THE HIGH U/Pb RATIOS
"The low U content of the Chattanooga shale (1 to 50 parts per
million) makes it quite difficult to see how U remobilization
could account for these very high isotope ratios. ... [These]
ratios raise some crucial questions about the validity of present
concepts regarding the antiquity of these geological formations
and about the time required for coalification."64 Further FOSSIL EVIDENCE SHOWS COAL FORMED RAPIDLY

Gentry (1992, p. 58) asked,65 "Is there any similar physical
evidence, apart from the compressed halos, which would
suggest that the wood pieces now in the Colorado Plateau
formations were encased in sediments … rapidly (that is, before
decay set in)? ... [The] investigator who … collected the
coalified wood specimens from the uranium mines ... operating
in Colorado, New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming [described] the
condition of the wood pieces as he first saw them ..."
"The coalifed wood in these sediments ranges in size
from
finely
divided intergranular fragments visible with a hand
THE TRUE AGE OF COAL IS THOUSANDS OF YEARS
lens to entire tree trunks many feet long and still having
attached branches and roots. The larger pieces of coalified
The true age is less than the conservative upper limit range
mentioned above: "Such extraordinary [U/Pb ratio] values admit wood are compressed or uncompressed, black or brown in
color, and may or may not contain siliceous, calcitic, or
the possibility that both the initial U infiltration and
dolomitic fillings replacing the original pithy cores of the
coalification could possibly have occurred within the past
61
trunks. Some coalified fragments are still flexible when first
several thousand years."
collected but become brittle when dried."66 In other words,
Kazmann, citing U/Pb ratios even more extreme than
the material appears to have been suddenly, recently buried.
those already mentioned, summed up the chronological
implications: "[Since] the deposits from which the coalified
ORGANIC MATERIAL IN OIL FORMATIONS ALSO
wood was obtained are considered to be of Cretaceous age, and
APPEARS NEW, NOT OLD
238
possibly of Jurassic or Triassic age, the ratio between U and
206
Pb [in halos] should be low. Instead a number of such halos
The North Slope of Alaska has vast reserves of oil that oil
have been found with uranium-lead ratios ranging from about
companies began extracting in the 1970s. Lindsey Williams

was Chaplain to the Trans-Alaska Oil Pipeline workers, and
recounts the following story:
"Though the ground is frozen for 1,900 feet down from
the surface at Prudhoe Bay, everywhere the oil companies
drilled around this area they discovered an ancient tropical
forest. It was in frozen state, not in petrified state. It is between
1,100 and 1,700 feet down. There are palm trees, pine trees,
and tropical foliage in great profusion. In fact, they found them
lapped all over each other, just as though they had fallen in that
position."67
"The finding of underground tropical growth is not
hearsay, for I have personally watched these palm trees and
other types of tropical plants being brought to the surface.
… One day I watched as a pine come was brought up from a
well (although not considered tropical, they apparently grew
together in historic times), and when we first saw it, it looked
just exactly as it would look on a young pine tree today. It was
closed, and we put it in an office on the premises of Atlantic
Richfield. We simply put it on the desk and left it. The next
day we came back and the pine cone had opened up. You could
quite clearly see the seeds on the inside of the cone. This was
… after thousands of years of being in a frozen state, hundreds
of feet beneath the surface.
"I … have palm fronds in my home which were
brought up from some 1,700 feet below the surface ..."68
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Precambrian granites did not form naturalistically from a melt:
(1) that the naturalistic origin of granite remains unknown, and
(2) that Precambrian granite has not been synthesized in the lab
from a melt.

The "dual" polonium halos in coal show that the coal
formed rapidly. The high U/Pb ratios in polonium halos in
coal show that the coal formed recently and has an age of the
order of millennia, in line with biblical chronology, and (2) that
the coal formed most likely in a single catastrophe, most easily
identified as Noah's Flood. Two additional facts reinforce the
conclusions that coal formed rapidly and recently: (1) that coal
and other fossil fuels can be synthesized rapidly, suggesting that
rapid formation was possible for natural deposits; (2) that
organic matter unearthed from coal deposits and oil wells is
sometimes unpetrified and appears fresh and undecayed,
suggesting rapid, recent burial.
As Chemical and Engineering News commented:
"Polonium has had a minor flare of celebrity in debate between
creationists -- who believe the universe, Earth, and the life upon
it were created some 6,000 years ago during a seven-day period
... and those who subscribe to the Big Bang theory. Physicist
Robert V. Gentry, a creationist, contends that ... the
radioactive decay of this element could form [halos] only if
RAPID FORMATION OF SYNTHETIC COAL IMPLIES granites were created [solid].
"Not surprisingly, mainstream geologists refute
POSSIBILE RAPID NATURAL COAL FORMATION
Gentry's idea. They say these halos weren't caused by polonium
Scientists "at Argonne National Laboratory have taken less than [but] are due to the decay of other elements with a longer halflife ... "Neither the creationists or Big Bangers are budging ..."71
one year to prepare a thoroughly characterized synthetic coal.
The material they produced is indistinguishable from the real
EVOLUTIONISTS RESPONDED TO GENTRY
thing ... The synthetic coal is produced by warming lignins
(highly aromatic molecular components of woody tissue) at
The conclusions just stated challenge the conventional
150C for a few months in the presence of twice as much
69
chronology for both non-sedimentary rocks (granites) and
montmorillonite clay ..."
sedimentary deposits (coal). Lacking a valid scientific answer
The formation mechanisms for natural coals are not
to Gentry's claims, evolutionists resorted to name-calling
well understood, and it is possible that this "clay-catalyzed"
process might be responsible for the formation of some types of and rehashing old but discredited claims. For example, 72
Damon simply referred to Gentry's conclusions as "absurd."
coal. Most coals contain some clay, suggesting the possibility
York continued to insist that Moazed et al. had shown that "in
of rapid coalification akin to the Argonne process.
fact the so-called Po halos are merely `variants of standard U73
FOSSIL FUELS GENERALLY, NOT JUST COAL, CAN halos'," despite Meier's and Hecker's experimental verification
that Po halos do exist. But York got to the heart of the
BE SYNTHESIZED RAPIDLY
controversy when he wrote:
For example, the Sasol coal-to-oil conversion plant near
"Gentry has been trying to promote the idea that the
Johannesburg, South Africa, converts 120,000 metric tons of
existence in minerals of Po halos means that our presently
coal to 160,000 barrels of oil every day; 40 million metric tons accepted chronology of the earth's evolution may be grotesquely
are converted to oil annually.70
in error. ... Why, then, Gentry takes the position he does, totally
ignoring the enormous mass of self-consistent geochronological
CONCLUSIONS
data and theory, is difficult to understand."74
Polonium radiohalos in Precambrian granite show (1) that the
earth was not molten when first formed; therefore (2) that the
naturalistic origins scenario for the solar system called the
"nebular hypothesis," in which the earth and other planets began
as molten "proto-planets," is false; and (3) that the
Precambrian granites did not form from a melt, and are not
truly igneous but are "creation rocks" existing as solid from
the beginning. Two facts reinforce the conclusions that

Of course, Gentry's data showed that, although the
conventionally accepted body of geochronological data may be
self-consistent, this body of data is very inconsistent with other
data not admitted into the discussion. Besides, a well
established principle of logic is that internal self-consistency is
no guarantee of truth. A system may be internally selfconsistent and yet be false. Furtner, conventional
geochronological data are not nearly as self-consistent as

York would like to believe. It would be better to describe
the conventional data as highly selective.
In radiometric dating, for example, Richard Milton
points out that a readiness to reject radiometric dates except
those giving "expected values" is why various radiometric
methods appear to converge in the "ages" they "measure":75
"Thus the published dating figures always conform to
preconceived dates and never contradict those dates. If all the
rejected dates were retrieved from the waste basket and added
to the published dates, the combined results would show that the
dates produced are the scatter that one would expect by chance
alone [emphasis in original]."76
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scientific creationism,"82 exhibiting the very closedmindedness they had just denied exists! Gentry himself has
been criticized because "the principle motive of [his] work was
his literal reading of the Bible ..."83 Would that all Christians
based their work on their reading of the Bible!
Cole and Scott also reveal a touching, if misplaced,
confidence in human nature: "If even one of the scientific
creationists' basic assumptions were supported by empirical
evidence from any of the fields of scientific inquiry, scores of
scientists would flock to the sites of evidence and work
earnestly to undo or `falsify' prevailing scientific theories in
84
Finally, York trivialized Gentry's work, claiming that the study light of this new evidence." This statement reveals an
of Po halos "has been left by the wayside" and that at the largest amazing naivete, overlooking the human tendency to cherish
and defend one's favorite theories. Even the Scriptures state
geochronology conference to date, "not a single paper was
77
presented on pleochroic halos!" York overlooked the fact that that man is a lie-seeker, not a truth seeker (Prov. 14:12, 16:25).
A later paper by Scott and Cole repeats the claim that
the old-earth premise causes certain research topics to be
"we
found
no evidence for `out of hand' rejections" of
avoided, because they are deemed either irrelevant or
creationist
writings, but then a few lines later dogmatically
threatening. On the creationist side, "Questions have been
asserts
"there
is no evidence for scientific creationist claims
asked [by young-earth advocates], and projects proposed which
85
78
..."
But
despite
evolutionary control of the media and
would never have been investigated by old-earth advocates."
educational
establishment
Gentry was asking these questions and proposing these projects.
In the end, Gentry's conclusions could not possibly be
THE EVOLUTIONARY COMMUNITY TENDS TO BE
accepted because that would mean giving up the conventional
FEARFUL
chronology, and without a long chronology, evolution would
be inconceivable. Therefore,
The evolutionary community commonly sees the
GENTRY WAS CENSORED
Eventually the National Science Foundation cut off funding for
Gentry's research at Oak Ridge National Laboratory:
"The case of Dr. Robert Gentry is a good example of
gross discrimination simply because the results of his
experiments tended to support the creationist position as
opposed to evolution. For over fifteen years he valiantly
researched polonium radiohalos, publishing in Science, Nature,
Annual Reviews of Nuclear Science ... and other respectable
journals. Yet, when the implications of his research were
understood, he was effectively prevented from continuing his
work."79
Gentry's difficulty illustrates the obstacles to
creationists doing openly creationistic research and writing in a
secular setting. These obstacles result in creationists turning to
Christian colleges and creationist publications in which to work
and write.
Ironically, evolutionists have used the resulting lack
of secular publications as "evidence" that creationists do no
scientific work, claiming, "Even scientific creationist
'researchers' do not publish studies that support their basic
assumptions and concepts, except in 'captive' journals, such as
the Creation Research Society Quarterly ..."80
Cole and Scott go on to say, "Creationists frequently
claim that they do conduct research that supports the concepts
of creationism. They argue that the scientific establishment that
controls the selection of articles for the major journals is biased
against their views. Thus, they claim, the evidence for the
unpopular view is suppressed. ... This [claim is] incredible ..."81
All this sounds pretty good, until a few lines later, Cole
and Scott dogmatically state, "But there is no evidence for

overturning of evolution as imminent. For instance, though
evolutionism dominates the educational landscape in the U.S.,
when Arkansas and Louisiana passed laws requiring that time be
given to the teaching of creation in schools, one observer
sympathetic to evolution lamented, "With the effects of
creationism pervading so many levels of science and science
education, the need for concerted action is now all too clear. ...
A crisis atmosphere is palpable ..."86 Would that all Bible
believers would be equally moved to defend their faith!
But this evolutionary fear is paranoid. Another
evolutionist criticized the "Chicken Little attitude that the
educational sky is falling because a few creationists want to be
heard."87 Despite the dominance of evolutionary philosophy
today EVOLUTIONISTS SOMETIMES DESCEND TO
RIDICULE AND SARCASM
In the early 1980s, Gentry testified for the constitutionality of an
equal-time-for-creation law in Arkansas, but a source
sympathetic to evolution described his testimony as "4 hours of
excruciating detail."88 Creationists' work has been described as
"ramblings" with "no coherent arguments."89 Gentry's work has
been called "silly and ridiculous."90 Gentry's responses to
evolutionist claims have been called "pompous, simplistic, and
evasive," and Gentry himself has been labeled as "fallible and
blind to alternatives."91
By the mid 1980s, the evolutionary community had
convinced themselves that Gentry's claims were worthless
and that radiohalos had no threatening implications for
conventional chronology. Since then, Gentry has published in

creationist outlets, and the evolutionary community is more
convinced than ever that their evolutionary paradigm is correct.
We are indeed witnessing a cultural "hardening of the
heart" akin to that of Pharaoh in Exodus (8:15, 32), in which
many are "willingly ignorant" (2 Pet. 3:5). This condition does
not bode well for the spiritual future of our civilization.
APPENDICES
APPENDIX A. NUCLEAR DECAY RATES HAVE NOT
BEEN CONSTANT
Radiometric dating depends on the assumption that radioactive
decay rates have never changed. G.H. Henderson et al. asserted
that radiohalos provide "striking proof of the invariability of
physical laws throughout the vast extent of geologic time."92 As
mentioned above, Henderson acknowledged that he was
motivated to reach this conclusion in order to preserve the
conventional chronology.
A reassessment of Henderson's radiohalo data,
however, showed that "these halos do not provide proof that the
laws of radioactive decay are constant in time."93 "It is the
usual statement in a variety of books, and is generally held to be
true, that studies of pleochroic halos have shown that physical
processes are indeed invariant over long periods of time," but "a
close examination" of theory and of past halo measurements
"definitely does not support the conclusion that the α decays are
constant in time."94 The data do "not substantiate the claim of
invariance of α decay over periods of 300 to 500 million
years."95 Gentry concurred that RADIOHALOS DO NOT PROVE CONSTANT NUCLEAR
DECAY RATES
Gentry asserted that, even if nuclear decay rates were invariable,
"it is actually impossible to establish the constancy of [decay]
(for 238U) from radiohalo data any better than ... 0.35 [35%]. ...
[H]alos furnish no proof that [decay] is constant."96 Even so,
SOME CREATIONISTS INSISTED THAT NUCLEAR
DECAY RATES MUST BE CONSTANT
Brown asserted that the sharpness of halo boundaries and the
close identification of halo radii with the alpha particles
producing them implied constancy of decay rates.97 Gentry
responded that Brown was building his case on a uniformitarian
premise, and therefore assuming what he was trying to prove.98
Brown countered that without such a premise we cannot "do
science" and that, "We can each be thankful that God is a
uniformitarian ..."99
The term uniformitarian refers to constancy of process
rates, but Brown apparently was trying to justify the constancy
of natural law itself, not the process rates described by the laws.
Yet Brown admitted that process rates could have changed
in the past by acknowledging, "Radiometric 'ages' tell
something about the mineral in which an organism was buried,
but do not necessarily specify when the burial occurred ..."100
This admission, plus the fact that Brown offered no new
experimental data that would render Gentry's conclusion
questionable, raise the question,
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WHY DID BROWN OBJECT TO GENTRY SO
STRENUOUSLY?
Brown was allied with Wise and Wilkerson, two other
creationist critics of Gentry.101 As discussed in Appendix B,
Wise maintained his criticism of Gentry's conclusions over
many years. Wise acknowledged that, "No satisfactory,
naturalistic theory has yet been proposed for the origin of the
polonium halos," yet refused to admit the validity of Gentry's
conclusions.102 Why was this?
Gentry explained, "Perhaps Wise's difficulty in
accepting the Po-halo evidence for creation can be traced to
how he interprets earth history. The abstract of his talk at the
First International Conference on Creationism (1986) contains
the following statement:
" 'Geologists commonly use only three dating methods.
Creationists commonly claim each of these techniques is
invalid. Carefully considered, each technique has difficulties,
but none of them can be considered faulty enough to be
invalid'."
Gentry rightly observed: "This position has enormous
hidden implications that need to be exposed. To say that
creationists must show why dating techniques are invalid
actually presupposes their validity; this in turn presupposes the
validity of the evolutionary time scale."103
Wise has a Ph.D. in paleontology from Harvard, where
he studied under Stephen J. Gould. One is left with the
conclusions (1) that Wise either came to agree at least
somewhat with Gould's well-known evolutionary views, or is
willing to bend over backwards to avoid offending his
evolutionary colleagues; and (2) that Wise has influenced his
creationist colleagues such as Brown to take the same positions.
In short, Brown's objections to Gentry's conclusions
were based on fallacious presuppositions, not scientific
evidence. Nevertheless, aside from philosophical
considerations, further investigation showed that PAST DECAY RATES WERE HIGHER, BUT
RADIOHALOS CAN'T CONFIRM THIS
Chaffin worked out a theoretical approach showing that an
increased decay rate, if accompanied by a higher energy needed
for an alpha particle to escape the nucleus, would produce little
change in the decay energy of the alpha particle.104
Thus, "the radii of radiohalos also would remain the
same while the decay [rate] changed ... Therefore the observed
probable constancy of radiohalo radii does not necessarily imply
an invariant [decay rate], and thus cannot preclude the
possibility of accelerated decay rates (that is, shorter half-lives)
in the past."105
This accelerated alpha decay would not produce larger
halo radii than those produced at lower decay rates.
"Unfortunately, therefore, the ring radii measurements are not
able to confirm either the constancy or non-constancy of decay
rates, and do not preclude that such a period of accelerated
decay has occurred."106
Uniformitarians have seized on this
point as evidence that decay rates have never changed,107 but
this confidence is misplaced, for -

RADIOHALOS ARE CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE
FOR HIGHER PAST DECAY RATES
As mentioned, for a U halo in biotite to be darkened requires
some 500 million to 1 billion alpha decays. "Therefore, the
development of mature U halos in biotites suggests [possibly
that] a large amount of radioactive decay has occurred ... [Then]
within the Biblical, young-earth creationist timeframe such large
quantities of radioactive decay had to occur in a drastically
shorter period of elapsed time than the constancy at today's
decay rates assumed by uniformitarians would allow. This in
turn would thus imply that there had to have been ...
accelerated radioactive decay during earth history ..."108
And in fact,
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billions of years in molten rock before the earth cooled. Thus
the earth must have been created cool. Significantly THE PRECAMBRIAN GRANITES HAVE NO KNOWN
NATURAL ORIGIN

"If polonium halos in the [Precambrian] granites were part of
the evolutionary development of the earth ... they must be
explainable on the basis of established physical laws; their
origin would have to be traceable to the effects of known
chemical [processes]. ...
"But in fact] the origin of the Precambrian granites
(hereafter referred to as simply granites) had been a
DIRECT EVIDENCE OF HIGHER PAST DECAY RATES controversial topic in geology for decades. One school of
geologists speculated that granites, especially the massive
EXISTS
formations known as plutons, had crystallized at great depths
from slow-cooling magma. The opposite school held that the
For example, "[Most] radioactive rocks are strongly
granites had resulted from recrystallization of pre-existing,
concentrated toward the earth's surface, particularly in the
deeply buried sedimentary rocks. ... There was no direct proof
continental crust. ... [The] flow of heat out of bodies of
of either hypothesis because massive granitic plutons had never
continental igneous rocks is strongly correlated, at an outcropbeen observed to form. Neither had sedimentary rocks such as
to-outcrop level, with the amount of radioactivity measured in
the rocks exposed at the surface. This suggests that the correct limestones or sandstones been observed to transform into a
granite."110
surface heat flow is dominated by the radioactive hear
This is really an amazing situation. Naturalistic
generation that has occurred in the recent past in the rocks near
theory supposes that the earth and all other terrestrial
the surface. Such a pattern of heat flow is consistent with an
planets from over millions of years from molten minerals,
episode of accelerated nuclear decay just a few thousand years
but no one knows how even the granites on earth could have
ago in connection with the Genesis Flood that abruptly raised
resulted from this process! In other words the temperature in these rocks and caused the subsequent heat
flow to be dominated by a near surface contribution."109
NATURAL PROCESSES CANNOT EXPLAIN THE
ORIGIN OF GRANITE CONTAINING PRIMORDIAL Po
APPENDIX B. THE FORMATION OF GRANITE IS
HALOS
UNEXPLAINED
Henderson's D halos implied, from the continued existence of
their radium, that the earth could not be old. Gentry had found
that Henderson's A, B, and C halos -- the polonium halos -- did
not result from uranium decay, shown by the absence of
uranium remaining in these halos at present. These polonium
halos implied that the Precambrian rocks had formed
sufficiently rapidly to preserve halos forming from Po isotopes
with half-lives ranging from 138 days for Po-210, to 3 minutes
for Po-218, and only 164 microseconds for Po-214.
Po-210 halos could have resulted from Pb-210 or Bi210, beta emitters which themselves would have formed no
halos, but with half-lives (22 years and 5 days, respectively)
too short to have continued producing Po-210 if the
Precambrian granites were really billions of years old.
Likewise, Po-214 halos could have resulted from Pb-214 or Bi214, also beta emitters leaving no halo traces, but with half-lives
too short (27 and 20 minutes, respectively) to have continued
Po-214 production over billions of years.
This means that granites did not form over millions of
years from a melt, and therefore GRANITES AND THE EARTH ITSELF MUST HAVE
BEEN CREATED COOL
The Po-218 has no beta-decay parent, and Po-218 with its halflife of three minutes could not have formed halos surviving

This has long been known to be the case. Naturalistic theory
cannot answer the questions of how even the simplest of its
steps occurred. What can be simpler than cooling molten
material into a solid? Yet in the case of the earth's granites,
no one knows how this could have happened.
In a meeting on the Origin of Granite in 1947,
Geologist F. Fitz Osborne stated: "In this symposium we are
treating a problem that is really an old friend. This problem
goes back through almost all the years during which there has
been a science of geology. We have never satisfied ourselves as
to the solution ..."111 Since in the conventional view the
"science of geology" goes back to Charles Lyell in the 1830s,
Osborne was saying that in 1947, the problem of granite
formation was already more than a century old.
Decades later, the naturalistic origin of granites
remained unknown. In 1987, at a Symposium on the Origin of
Granites, DePaolo and colleagues observed: "[There] continues
to be vigorous debate about the sources of granitic magma."112
In other words, the magmas from which the granites
could have cooled have not been identified. Another speaker
said, "As was well demonstrated by the discussion during this
meeting, many old questions are still debated. ... I would
certainly hope that 100 years hence, we will not be debating the
origins of granites!"113 With no naturalistic mechanism for
producing granites, it is not surprising that -

GRANITE CONTAINING PRIMORDIAL Po HALOS
HAS NOT BEEN SYNTHESIZED
Yet if the earth had developed naturalistically, such a process
should be relatively straightforward:
"[In] the evolutionary model the proto-earth began
some 4.5 billion years ago in a semi-molten condition. A slowly
cooling earth supposedly led to the formation of various types
of rocks at many different times and places. Geologists think
that the Precambrian granites, the crystalline basement rocks of
the continents, were among those rocks that formed at different
intervals over that long cooling period. According to the
uniformitarian principle the physical processes which governed
the crystallization of granites in the past are the same as those
operable on earth today. The inevitable conclusion is that it
should be possible to duplicate the process of granite in a
modern scientific laboratory"114
Gentry elsewhere boldly asserted, "... my hypothesis
that Po halos in Precambrian granites are primordial could in
theory be falsified ... by the experimental synthesis of a biotite
crystal that contained at least two dissimilar Po halos in close
proximity."115
But this has never been done. There have been
laboratory attempts to synthesize granite starting with a molten
mixture obtained by melting natural granite. These attempts
have succeeded in making rhyolite, a fine grained, pale colored
mineral. Rhyolite is not like the Precambrian granites in
which polonium halos exist.
The Precambrian granites are coarse grained with a
speckled appearance due to grains of black biotite mica
interspersed among pale colored grains of other minerals. In
other words, melting natural granite and then allowing the
minerals to recrystallize does not reproduce natural granite.
This reinforces the conclusion that the Precambrian granites are
creation rocks and did not cool from a molten melt.116 Further,
rhyolite, not granite, is found in volcanic domes formed
from cooling magma.117
Rather than constructive efforts to elucidate a
mechanism for granites synthesis,
THERE WERE OBJECTIONS TO GENTRY'S CLAIM
OF PRIMORDIAL GRANITES
Gentry commented, "I have repeatedly challenged my
evolutionary colleagues to synthesize a piece of granite with
polonium halos as a means of falsifying [my conclusions], but
the only response has been ... that my work be condemned
without investigation."118
Unfortunately, some creationists joined with
evolutionists in this condemnation, claiming that veins of
granite exist as intrusions into other mineral strata.119 Thus,
according to these authors, these granites must have been
formed from a melt and could not be primordial.
But Snelling pointed out that "it is entirely reasonable
to conclude from Genesis 1 that fiat creation involved an
appearance of age [as interpreted in uniformitarian terms] and a
particular sequence involving creative processes. From a
[uniformitarian] perspective, this implies that the created rocks
if inspected soon after would have looked in uniformitarian
terms to have had a long apparent history ... when in fact they
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had just recently been created. ... Thus Gentry's contention
that these Po halo occurrences are in created rocks could
still be valid ..."120 Gentry121 proposed that the granite, in the
words of Snelling, "is still a created rock dating back to the
Creation week, and instead was tectonically intruded as a solid
body" into the host rocks.122
Evidence of this type of reworking in the Flood comes
from the existence of metamorphosed fossils in the rocks which
the granite intruded.123 Further, there is evidence of biological
activity (stromatolites) in formations containing these granites,
implying that the granites existed before the Flood and were
presumably primordial.
These criticisms resulted in clarification of the vast
influence of the Flood in reworking pre-Flood rocks. The
Flood now more clearly than ever was the major geological
force in earth history. Unfortunately,
SOME EVOLUTIONISTS RESPONDED WITH NAMECALLING TO GENTRY'S CALL FOR GRANITE
SYNTHESIS
Prominent geologist G. Brent Dalrymple called the proposal
"silly and ridiculous."124 Osmon, echoing Dalrymple, called the
proposal "silly and unworthy of a scientific response," saying it
was "meaningless."125
On the other hand, Wampler and Wallace emphasized
the fallacy of the claim that large crystals have slow cooling
rates,126 and Snelling and Woodmorappe emphasized that
granitic rock can cool rapidly from magma.127
These conclusions imply at least that granites could,
apart from other difficulties of synthesis, be formed rapidly
from a melt. Further, Wakefield, Wilkerson, and Wise
contended that large crystals of the minerals in granites have
been synthesized.128 Also, the minerals in granite have been
synthesized.129 "Thus while a granite identical to those found in
the field has so far not been made in the laboratory many
features of granites have been ..."130
These criticisms resulted in clarification of the
rapid cooling time for igneous rocks. The rapid cooling time
now known to apply even to large igneous formations "contrasts
with the standard geological model for rock formation, which
holds that the crystalline structure of granites developed through
the slow cooling of magma deep within Earth over millions of
years."131 The creationist view that rocks, igneous or
otherwise, formed rapidly is on a better scientific footing
than ever. Nevertheless, these criticisms did not answer the
question IS SYNTHESIS OF GRANITE IMPOSSIBLE?
These criticisms miss an important point: It is not the
individual minerals as such, but their large crystal size and
particular combination as found in natural granite that
have so far eluded lab synthesis. Even creationist critic Kurt
Wise noted, "[An] artificial granite has not yet been produced ...
[A] true granite has not yet been produced in the laboratory."132
And if a granite were eventually synthesized, this
would not explain how natural granites have formed. Nor

would it do away with the fact that, as mentioned, the origin of
natural granites remains a mystery in conventional geology. In
the nebular hypothesis of solar system formation, the earth
and other planets are supposed to have cooled from a
molten melt. But no one knows how even the most basic
rocks of the earth formed in this process!
Unfortunately, in the effort to negate Gentry's ideas
about granite formation, there were public policy implications
that were also obscured, for -
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CONVENTIONAL WASTE STORAGE SITES ARE NOT
SAFE

Salt domes, generally thought to be the safest sites for nuclear
waste disposal, "just might in reality be the poorest type of
repository for nuclear waste storage."143
His reasoning was that if the salt domes are really
young, then the observed leakage from them has happened over
thousands, not millions, of years, making a seemingly negligible
ROCK FORMATION THEORY HAS PRACTICAL
leakage rate very significant. In this case, the inflated
APPLICATIONS FOR NUCLEAR WASTE STORAGE
conventional chronology has led to accepting as safe sites
that may be unsafe. Clearly, public policy should be based on
Gentry observed a number of anomalous halos, some smaller
an accurate (creationist) view of earth history rather than a
than average ("dwarf" halos), and others quite large ("giant"
133
halos). Color changes in the mineral due to unusually intense faulty (evolutionary) one.
alpha decay accounts for some of these anomalous halos,134 but
APPENDIX C. GENTRY'S CRITICS REASONED IN A
there remain others "the exact origin of which has remained a
CIRCLE
135
mystery ..."
Although there are "unanswered questions about [the
The typical evolutionary criticism of Gentry's work (1) began
giant halo] phenomenon,"136 these halos have not resulted from with the assumption that the conventional chronology is true;
"hydrothermic" convection or diffusion of radioactive
(2) devised ad hoc mechanisms -- based on the conventional
isotopes.137 They must have been formed by decay of
chronology -- to "explain away" the existence of primordial
radioactive isotopes, but for some giant halos the question
polonium halos; (3) asserted that there is no polonium halo
remains which isotope formed them.
evidence against the conventional chronology. This process, of
Gentry and others at one time believed that giant halos
course, is circular reasoning.
were evidence of "superheavy" elements -- undiscovered
Three examples of this type of criticism are presented
elements with atomic numbers as high as 129.138 Superheavy
below.
How
can intelligent scientists be taken in by such an
elements were not shown to exist,139 but the halos themselves
obvious fallacy? The answer is that they sincerely believe the
appeared to exist in granite that was quite impermeable. In conventional chronology to be true. In their view, they are
this fact lay one of the implications for nuclear waste
arguing from truth, not in a circle.
storage, namely that Examples of this sort show that objectivity in science
IMPERMEABLE GRANITES WOULD MAKE GOOD
WASTE DISPOSAL SITES
Gentry and colleagues performed experiments on the diffusion
of lead in zircons, a kind of mineral inclusion in granite.140 It
was found that the diffusion rates were low and showed that the
deep granite cores containing the zircons had an upper-limit age
of 300,000 years.141 Thus the diffusion studies were
additional evidence that these rocks, and the earth in
general, cannot be billions of years old.
Further, a picture was building of low diffusion in
zircon grains akin to the lack of diffusion of convective
transport in micas. It appeared that granite formations would
make safe sites for nuclear waste disposal.142
Meanwhile, uniformitarians -- to avoid the possibility
of primordial polonium halos having formed with their
chronological implications -- assumed high transport rates, with
resulting fears that nuclear wastes could easily escape to the
environment even if encased in solid granite.
Due to the conventional expectation that granites
are fairly permeable, the development of nuclear waste sites
has been delayed, and the accumulation of nuclear waste is
a mounting problem. The evolutionary paradigm has led to a
practical problem in nuclear waste disposal, a problem that
would vanish if policy makers were free to follow a creationist
view of geology.
Gentry also concluded that -

is really a myth, for human beings reason ultimately from
beliefs, not scientific data. Such examples also highlight the
urgent need to teach people at a young age beliefs as taught in
the Bible, lest one reason from false premises in the rest of his
life. It is not for nothing that the Bible admonishes, "Remember
now thy Creator in the days of thy youth ..." (Eccl. 12:1).
FREMLIN ASSUMED "TENS OF MILLIONS OF
YEARS"
Fremlin was unwilling to accept the chronological and
geological conclusions of primordial polonium halos. He
asserted that "at least tens of millions of years" must have been
available for uranium diffusion to the site of the spectacle halos,
thus assuming the long chronology he was trying to defend,
a case of circular reasoning.
Then he acknowledged the evidently primordial origin
of the spectacle halos by admitting that known isotope
precursors could not have produced them, but objected that
nevertheless there must "have been unknown precursors with
half lives of a few hundred million years" to form the halos as
products of secondary decay.144
Like Moazed et al., Fremlin sought to avoid the
chronological dilemma by wishing the polonium halos away.
Gentry once again asserted that these halos were "evidence of
extinct natural radioactivity, and thus imply only a brief period
between `nucleosynthesis' and the crystallization of host
rocks."145

MEIER AND HECKER: Po HALOS THREATEN
CONVENTIONAL CHRONOLOGY
Like Fremlin, Meier and Hecker acknowledged that the
existence of polonium halos appears to be "contrary to
geological evidences." They elaborated, saying:
"There are serious difficulties in a convincing
explanation of these halos. This results from the lack of rings
belonging to any parent nuclide of the uranium series which
should be expected because of the short half-lives of the
polonium isotopes. Therefore the origin of polonium halos has
been controversial. And even in a recent work, the existence of
polonium halos has been generally questioned (Moazed et al.,
1973)."146 But Meier and Hecker realized that wishing Po halos
away does not make them disappear, for MEIER AND HECKER CONFIRMED THAT Po HALOS
ARE REAL
They noted that, "The greatest portion of halos [in biotite]
could be clearly identified as polonium halos ... [P]olonium
halos are defined as halos which seem to result from the decay
of polonium isotopes ... without any visible connection to other
alpha emitting nuclides of the 238U series ... [The] alpha decay
of halos can principally start from 218Po, 214Po or 210Po" (Meier
and Hecker, 1976, p. 187)." They also observed that, "The
abundance of the different types of polonium halos is given by
the order 210Po > 218Po > 214Po."147 Thus most radiohalos in
biotite mica, according to Meier and Hecker, are Po halos,
and of these, Po-210 halos are most common.
As mentioned above, Meier and Hecker ran tests to
measure halo diameters, concluding that Po halos could not be
confused with uranium halos. "Therefore, the existence of
polonium halos should no more be questioned."148
So far so good. This assertion should have ended the
controversy, but CONVENTIONAL CHRONOLOGY TRUMPED THE Po
HALO EVIDENCE
After asserting the unquestionable existence of primordial Po
halos, Meier and Hecker again noted that, "Every hypothesis
concerning the origin of polonium halos is confronted with the
fact that the halo-forming polonium isotopes have short halflives of the order of 10-4 seconds to days. Moreover, any
mechanism must be consistent with geological facts."149 In
other words, the origin of Po halos could not be explained in
the framework of conventional chronology, but that
chronology must be maintained anyway.
Faced with this need to defend conventional
chronology, Meier and Hecker did an about face and proposed
that the Po halos are in fact secondary, having formed by a
hypothetical mineral-exchange mechanism. This mechanism
would allow for convective mass transport of mineral atoms
"during a long period of time."150
Meier and Hecker therefore assumed the long
chronology in order to defend the long chronology,
repeating the same fallacy that Fremlin had committed.
Once again, the conventional chronology was sacrosanct and
untouchable.
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HASHEMI-NEZHAD ET AL. LOOKED FOR HIGH
DIFFUSION, BUT FOUND NONE
Hashemi-Nezhad et al. revisited the rapid diffusion scenario that
Fremlin had proposed in 1975. They acknowledged that Gentry
had been correct in responding to Fremlin's 1975 proposal by
claiming that this scenario "would involve abnormally high
diffusion rates."151 Gentry et al. had observed that, "In minerals
the diffusion coefficients are so low that there is a negligible
probability that 210Po or 210Pb atoms would migrate even 1 mm
before decaying."152
Nevertheless, Hashemi-Nezhad et al. tried to show
that mineral diffusion rates in mica are sufficiently high to
explain all polonium halos as secondary. They reasoned that
rapid diffusion would allow uranium daughters such as
polonium to travel far from the uranium parent sources before
the daughters formed halos. The halos would appear to be
primordial, but in fact would be secondary.
After testing for lead diffusion rates in mica, Hashemi-Nezhad
et al. acknowledged that Gentry "may" be correct that diffusion
rates are low.153 Their experiments allowed for diffusion along
cleavage planes in mica, however, and Hashemi-Nezhad et al.
claimed that their measurements showed that these diffusion
rates could be relatively high.
But actual mica samples show that there has been
essentially no diffusion along cleavage planes. Radioactive
atomic nuclei diffusing through mica leave microscopic damage
trails called "alpha recoil tracks" in the mica as they decay. An
alpha particle leaving a nucleus is like a bullet shot from a rifle.
Like the rifle, the nucleus recoils, leaving a microscopic
imperfection in the mica. Rapid diffusion like that proposed by
Hashemi-Nezhad would produce an excess of alpha recoil
tracks above the normally expected number. Yet, "No such
excess recoil tracks have, in fact, been observed."154
HASHEMI-NEZHED AND COLLEAGUES FELL BACK
ON "190 MILLION YEARS"
Rather than admitting that their rapid diffusion proposal had
been falsified, Hashemi-Nezhad et al. sought to "explain this
apparent anomaly" by supposing that over some 190 million
years, the mica had been at an elevated temperature averaging
150C, resulting in an "annealing" that would have erased
enough of the recoil tracks "to create the impression that the
expected `excess' recoil tracks during the diffusion of lead or
polonium isotopes had never occurred."155
In modern technology, annealing means keeping a
material at elevated temperature for a time to allow
imperfections to disappear. In glassworking, annealing removes
microscopic fractures, stress faults, and other imperfections
from the glass. Transparent types of mica are also used as
window panes in furnaces too hot for ordinary glass. So the
idea that a natural annealing could remove recoil tracks from
mica does not at first appear unreasonable.
But there is a fatal flaw in the annealing scenario of
Hashemi-Nezhad et al. They were proposing an annealing
process that would be effective only if hundreds of millions of

years had elapsed. They were therefore assuming the long
chronology they were defending -- a case of circular
reasoning. To sum up, "the apparent absence of [alpha]-recoil
tracks [is] consistent with the primordial hypothesis."156
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